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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The turn-taking organization of talk-in-interaction displays how
conversation is constructed through systematic turn-taking
management rules between participants. Relevant turns are
sequentially organized by each speaker as an accomplishment of
social actions. These social actions may be realized to manage
intersubjectivity or to negotiate alignment.
The systernaticity of turn-taking management rules regulate a turn
as being constructed by one speaker with at least a single
turn-constructional unit (henceforth TCU). The progressivity of each
TCU components displays an orientation to the completion of a
turn. However in compound TCUs, where a TCU is composed of

two parts, the current speaker may furnish an opportunity for a
recipient entry, leading the sequence into an intra-turn change of
speakers (Lerner 1996). It is the projectable character of the TCU
components, reflecting the possible completion point, that allows the
next speaker to locate their entry in an on-going turn by the
current speaker (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, Ford &
Thompson 1996).
Collaboratively constructed sequence of talk-in-interaction is a
social action which reveals how the next speaker comprehended the
prior speech by performing relevant extension of the on-going talk.
The conversation analytic (CA) studies of turn-taking organization
(Goodwin 1995, Kim 2003, h e r 1996, 2002) have focused
primarily on the collaborative construction of talk by the speakers
sharing the same L1 background. Research have considered mainly
As noted by Mackey and Oliver (2002), research that directly
addresses children's interaction and their output in L2 is relatively
scarce. Therefore, it has been more difficult to investigate
collaborative turn completion between L2 speakers in a naturally
occurring interaction of adult-child discourse.
From a CA perspective on second language conversational
interactions, this study attempts to examine the construction of
collaborative turn completion in an asymmetrical environment of
adult-child interactions, especially between Korean E n learners.
The organization of this study is as follows. Section 2 introduces
the previous studies of compound TCUs with both English and
Korean data. In the third section the data and methodology of the
investigation is introduced. Then, in section 4 the data analysis of
the empirical observation is examined provided each with some
examples. In the final section a conclusion and some pedagogical
implications are provided.

2. Review of literature
2.1 Previous studies on interaction in CA
Compound TCUs are identified as a two-component type of TCU
( h e r 1996). The compound TCU is completed by a preliminary

(1) [Smith : Thanksgiving]
1

Lynn

: When you don't get any appreciation back from the teachers,

2

well it's like forget it.

(2) [After Dinner]
1

2

J

: kuliko kay

-nun (.) apple ha -myen -un (0.2) chak

and

that child -TOP

nao

-ntay

ku-

come out-QUOT

that

apple say-COND -TOP right away

"And when one says apple to that child, it comes out right
away, that-"
3

(0.8)

In line 1, the preliminary component reaches a possible
completion at ha -myen but is not latched off immediately. After a
minimal pause, however, the final component continues to bring the
TCU into completion by the current speaker, J. What is notable
from the excerpt above is that there seems to exist a juncture
between the two components which furnishes an opportunity for
recipient to enter and participate in the interaction. When the
preliminary component reaches a possible completion a slight pause
is allowed before preceding on to the relevant final component
(Lerner 1996). Interestingly, the slight pause that occurs in the
juncture between the two components, in this case, is not perceived
as a trouble marker but as a natural pause.
The preliminary component completion projects a relevant final
component but also furnishes an opportunity for the other speaker
to complete the TCU. In the next section, anticipatory completions
which are conshucted by collaborative productions will be
examined.
2.1.1 Anticipatory completions

Anticipatoty completion onset frequently locates its position when
the current TCU-in-progress reaches a preliminary component
completion. Within the projected turn space of the current speaker,
the next speaker may enter before the completion of a whole TCU
(Lmner 19%).
In excerpt (3), R produces frequent intra-turn pauses and does
not continue immediately with the completion of the TCU. After
summoning in line 1, R delays the turn with a slight pause of 0.5
seconds and manages to progress from line 2. The recipient takes
this opportunity to enter at the point where the possible
TCU-internal completion has amved, in line 3, and continues to
participate in the interaction cooperatively.

(3) [Mother's day]
1

R

:

Well honey,
(0.5) (( R chews and swallows ))

2

in dis world, really truly.
(.)

3

C

:

you can't be sure.

(4) [S & M]
1

S

:

WAN::::::cenhi machwum hanbok
completely

-ulo

2

tailor-made Korean traditional clothes

ay -tul-i::,

-INSTR child-PL-NOM
"With

completely

clothes, the
3

M

:

ta ip -kwu o

tailor-made

children,"

-ass -ta//y?

all wear-and come-PST-QUOT:IE
"all came dressed?"

Korean

traditional

2.2 Previous studies on adult-child L2 interaction
Based upon Long's interaction hypothesis (1996) which highlights
the importance of conversational interaction to promote
interlanguage development, the current study examines the previous
studies of second language learning in children's interactions.
In a sociolinguistic perspective, children socialize with another to
accomplish a social action constructing their identity and their
framework with the world through language (Kyratzis 2004). By
taking a finer observation on children's language we may be able
to discover their potential for participation frameworks and how
they negotiate with others even in their second language.
Children's L2 communicative settings were mainly in EL, EFL
classrooms with the primary focus on the input and feedback of the
adult taking the role as a teacher (Oliver and Mackey 2003, Mackey
and Oliver 2002).
A comparative study of adult-child conversations of Ll and L2
input in Japanese was conducted by Okuyama (1997) focusing on
the speech of the caretaker. Okuyama investigated the speech
performance of Japanese adults conversing with both L1 and L2
children. The children in this study were younger children aged
between two to four years. The results showed that adults speech
production was fairly recipient-designed. The more younger the
child the more frequent use of a particular form, in this case the
sentence-final particle ne, was employed by the adults with a raise
of pitch at terminal points to sustain the conversation flow. This
research addressed important issues of conversational interaction
between children and adult and pointed out the need for
communicative interactions which may promote children language
development.
Mackey and Oliver (2002) focused on the L2 developmental
outcomes of 22 low ESL proficiency children between 8 and 12
years old. Their experimental study of adult-child L2 interaction
showed that interactional feedback, in terms of meaning negotiation
and recasts, did facilitate children's L2 development of modified
output.
In a following study (2003) they investigated the role of the
f

(5) [Recast]
Student

:

Why did you fell down?

Teacher

:

Why did you fall down?

Student

:

Fall down, yes.

the participants and the methodology of this study follow.

3. Data and methodology
3.1 Data
The data of this study were collected from Korean EFL adult-child
dyads of appropriately 150 minutes in the participants' second
language. The one-to-one L2 conversations were from three older
children, all twelve years old, in the sixth grade. The three adults,
all in their mid twenties or early thirties, were all advanced English
speakers. The adultchild L2 conversations were conducted in a
casual, spontaneous conversation, which was distinguished from a
classroom-discourse, in the teachers' office hours. It should be noted
that the interaction between the adults and children were not for an
educational purpose, to push the students for significant L2 output,
but a "casual" ordinary discourse with no manipulated conversation
topic. All the children had intimate familiarity with the adult
speakers and replied before and after the experiment that they did
not feel awkward when engaged in an one-to-one conversation with
their partners.

3.2 Methodology
Each dyad was composed of one adult and one child in a L2
conversation setting. To induce a spontaneous naturally occurring
conversation, the participants were informed beforehand to select a
topic of an 'everyday mundane talk' of their own choice. In an
attempt to analyze the study as objectively as possible, the first few
minutes of the ice-breaking phase will not be considered in this
study. All the conversation was audio-recorded and transcribed in
accordance with the Conversation Analysis transcription conventions
(see Appendix. Hutchby and Wooffitt 1998). In all the excerpts,
abbreviations of the participants' names are used.
The main purpose of this research is to observe the natural

interactions between adults and children while conversing in their
second language. Conducting the investigation within the framework
of Conversation Analysis (hereafter CA), this study attempts to
investigate how L2 speakers construct collaborative completions for
managing intersubjectivity in a L2 conversational setting among
Korean children and adults.
In the next section, the transcribed data will be analyzed
provided with examples from the conducted investigation.

4. Data analysis
The investigation of the adult-child communicative interaction in
their second language was focused on turn collaborative
completions. From the transcribed datal) of 150 minutes,
approximately 50 cases of collaborative completions were found and
analyzed.
In Table 1, each case of collaborative completion occurrence is
displayed. As shown in Table 1, the most frequently occumng
collaborative completion in L2 adult-child interaction was in the
case of consolidating the prior talk which was near half of the
total. The second most occumng case of collaborative completion is
displayed when co-producing of upshot where ten cases were
found. Next, the third and fourth cases of joint completions of
collaborative completions were found when speakers coordinated the
current talk further and displayed a point of convergence. Lastly,
although the actually occumng cases were minimal, there were
three cases of joint action when speakers collaboratively constructed
their talk in a word search.

1) It should be noted that there were more instances of preliminary components
and truncated TCUs which were all left incomplete or completed by the same
speaker. The pwpopurpose of this research is to investigate joint participations of
each speakers in the completion of a single TCU. Those that did not meet the
requirements were not included in the study.

(6)
01

MJ : I love (2) roller coaster? but (3) not (1) play uh the (1.5) mm::

02

(2) in high? I don't like-

03

K

04

MJ : playing high.

05

K

06

: (pst) oh okay.

: you don't like some ri::des which is ve::ry
(1)

Î 07

MJ : hi::[gh

08

K

01

MJ

02

B

:

[high. k°(hhh)ay, I got it.

(7)

03

: and (1) hi::s bomb, [have (.5) uh:: (2) started to
:

[mhm,
(1.5)

04

MJ

05

B

Î 06
07

: uh::: (1) started to uh:: >bee-bee-bee-bee-[bee-bee< sound.
:

[hhhhhh okay, it
was starting to blow. explode.

MJ

: yes.

(8)
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:
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MJ

:
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I like drawing pictures bu::t(2)

Î 04

K

:

you're not good at?

05

MJ

:

hhhhhhhhh(.hhhh)hhhhhhh

01

MJ

:

02

B

:

03

MJ

(9)

you can't take it out?
yes(hh)hhh. because [my::: hhhhh(°hhhhh)hhhhh

04

B

:

05

MJ

:

finger(°hh)hhhhhh

B

:

it's too fat?

MJ

:

hhhhhhhhh become fat. ((smiley voice))

Î 06
07

[oh that's good.

(10)

Î

01 Kim

:

02

:

mm::

03 Kim

:

which was very delicious.

04

:

mm

05 Kim

:

and watermelon. (2) it was very good.

06

:

yes

07 Kim

:

so. my favorite food is, kimbob. (1) I love kimbob.

08

:

mm

09 Kim

:

good? =

10

:

= and?

:

and? (3) cmm° I like kalbee too.

JA

JA

JA

JA

JA

11 Kim

(11)
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B

:

02

M

:

mm:: about for(h)ty or thirty.

Î 03

B

:

minutes,

04

M

:

yes.

05

B

:

°ah:::° it's too long.

(12)
01

B

:

02

M

:

subway? (1) it's too far.

Î 03

B

:

far from what. your house?

04

M

:

no. (1) to::: (.3) to school and here.

05

B

:

°mm::°

06

M

:

yes.

it's better to take the bus then righ(h)t?

assertively with a raising intonation at the final position. Despite
this assertively suggested candidate, in line 4, the candidate has
been rejected which leads the younger speaker to make a repair of
the understanding. As the adult speaker B, perceive the
misunderstanding taken place she shows her acknowledgement
(" m::" and progresses towards alignment with the child speaker.
So far we in this section the empiricaI observation on the L2
discourse between adults and children have been presented with
five features of collaborative completions. In the final section, a
brief summary of the data analysis will be presented with some
concluding remarks for pedagogical implications.

5. Conclusion and pedagogical implications
The fundamental model of turn-taking organization presented by
Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) have noted about turn-taking
in which speakers talk one at a time with minimal overlaps and
gaps as possible. However, in naturally occurring conversations not
only overlaps and long gaps between turns but also those cases
where conversation participants collaboratively complete a turn to
construct a TCU were observed. This joint participation has been
accounted for within the framework based on the feature of
projectability.
In compound TCUs, which are composed of two components,
current speakers are entitled to complete the on-going TCU until
they reach the possible completion point after the final component.
However, there are cases where the final component is carried on
by another speaker. The joint construction of the next speaker is
not observed as an interruption but rather a collaborative
participation that manages intersubjectivity and alignment with the
current speaker.
This study investigated turn collborative completions between
adult-child interactions in their second language. Three Korean
children who were a11 sixth graders participated in an one-to-one
English conversation with Korean adults. The transcribed adult-child
dyads were a total of 150 minutes. There were fifty cases of

collaborative completions in this study with the most frequent case
(40%) used when consolidating the prior talk. Next, Korean speakers
co-produced upshot in a joint participation with their interlocutors.
Collaborative completions also occurred when speakers coordinated
their talk further, displayed a point of convergence and when they
came to a point of convergence.
The features of collaborative completions are briefly summarized
as follows: When current speakers reached a possible completion
point of the on-going TCU next speakers may enter and provide
once again of the previous information, consolidating the prior talk
This feature was displayed through a form of reformulation and
paraphrasing. When compound TCUS include some discourse
marker such as but interlocutors may project the upcoming talk
based on what they have monitored and comprehended so far. To
elaborate the talk further, extensions were possible through the
cohesive devices such as and. Employing these connectors extended
the TCU further simultaneously tieing the upcoming talk with the
prior talk. Another case of collaborative completions were shown to
display a point of convergence. When speakers shared commonsense
knowledge or a particular background information unnecessary
information are usually elicited. But these elicited slots may be
filled in the slot to display congruent understanding. The final
feature of collaborative completions were dispIayed when speakers
displayed joint action. This research introduced the case of a joint
action in which speakers were engaged in a word searching activity
and how they managed to construct their turns in actual
conversations.
In an asymmetrical relationship, such as an adult-child interaction,
one with more power would be exhibit authority and dominance
over the other by controlling the talk. This is the case for Korea,
where in a communicative environment children are educated to be
great listeners, to be less active and to reduce participation. In these
cases where children were assumed not to be active agents when
engaged in a conversation with adults, we can imagine how
difficult it would be if children were set in a conversational
interaction with an adult in their second language. The results of
this research demonstrated that surprisingly children were not mere
listmrs but active participants just as adults, competent in

constructing collaborative completions.
The findings of this study bring us to a stage to take further
considerations on the pedagogical implications of second language
education in Korea. The features of collaborative completions
demonstrated that wen children could manage social-interactional
achievements in their L2 by progressing the turn towards
completion. By employing devices such as sound stretch, cut-offs,
connective markers or leaving the TCU incomplete speakers may
invite the recipient's participation and engage in joint action
managing intersubjectivity. If second language education of
conversational expressions were not only from literal expressions
but were from actual transcribed data, it may raise the awareness
of L2 conversation skills and bring more effective output.
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